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NCIDE conducted an Online Training Programme on Developing WEAS System for
Distance Mode Programmes from 2n to 5th June, 2020. The training programme was
organised for the programme coordinators of IGNOU who are engaged in offering
distance mode programmes. The training was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Vice
Chancellor, Prof. Nageshwar Rao. Prof. R.K. Kanahere, Pro-Vice Chancellor also
graced the occasion.
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The objectives of the virtual training sessions were to empower the participants to
develop a basic
WEAS portal for
their respective
programme/
course as a single
window
platform
for
providing
various kinds of
technologybased support to
the learners; to
upload the study
material and resource material; and to create a Discussion Forum, an online
assessments tests for formative evaluation purpose; conduct online counselling
through various ICT tools for their programme.
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In the present COVID-19 pandemic, IGNOU faculty has been making special efforts to reach out to
the students and provide them all kinds of academic support through various technological
interventions. As NCIDE has developed one stop Web Enabled Academic Support (WEAS) portal
for providing different kinds of technological support to the learners like access to
SLM, programme videos, web resources, assignments, discussion forums and live web-based video
counselling sessions, etc. There was a need to empower the faculty and academics in RCs and
technically supporting them in reaching out to their learners.
Around 20 participants were present in the training programme. The participants were given an
introduction to the WEAS portal and how the various ICT tools can be used to reach out to the
distance learners through online mode. The training programme was coordinated by Dr. Jyotsna
Dikshit, Deputy Director and Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE. They were also the
resource persons for the training programme.
Inaugural Session
The workshop was inaugurated on 2nd June, 2020, at 2:00 pm. At the outset, Dr. O. P. Sharma,
Director, NCIDE, welcomed the dignitaries, members of IGNOU
fraternity and the participants and informed about the objectives of the
online training programme and mentioned about the topics and tools to
be covered in the workshop. He also mentioned that the use of ICT tools
in the teaching and learning process is becoming extremely popular and
now there is a need to innovate and serve the teaching and learning in
various innovative ways.
Thereafter, the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Prof. Nageshwar Rao launched the Virtual Training

Lounge developed by NCIDE to provide online training to the IGNOU faculty, staff and students
and follow-up with the participants of the training
programmes organised by NCIDE. While giving
the inaugural address Prof. Nageshwar Rao
complimented the NCIDE team for the initiative
and said training needs of the faculty members are
better imparted using ICT interventions as they get
the first-hand experience of using these
technologies while learning and later applying
these for their teaching with required
customization. He said post COVID-19, we should
continue using technology forteaching-learning
and training as it is cost-effective as well.
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Online Training Programme Sessions
The workshop had eight informational and hands-on sessions which gave overview of the Web
Enabled Academic Support (WEAS) to the participants and provided them information about the
various components of the WEAS and how innovatively Programme Coordinators can use them for
their teaching and learning purposes. The participants were provided detailed description, and how
to about every tool being used in WEAS. Each such session also had hands on component which
enabled the participants to practice both in synchronous and asynchronous mode. Every day the
participants were provided the recorded video of the sessions through the portal as well as activities
to be performed by them. Discussion forum was used to discuss the problems faced by the
participants and troubleshoot them.
Innovation, Startup and Business Plan
The second virtual session on “Innovation Startup and Business Plan’’ was organised on 1st May,
2020. The main speaker of the session was Mr. Harshal A. Sanghvi, Founder Essencetech who
explained the concept of creativity and innovation with examples and discussed various important
aspects related to journey of innovation, related to startups.

Highlights of Training Workshop


The training workshop was full of demonstrations and hands on practice. Each day participants
were given assignments to work on the basis of the deliberations of the day.



There was presentation of the work done by the participants and it was peer reviewed.



All the participants are networked with each other through the Discussion Forum of the Virtual
Training Platform of the NCIDE.



The participants were provided access to the Virtual Training Lounge on the Day 01 of the online
training programme. The portal hosts topic-wise recorded videos of the online training
programme, including activities and learning resources. This enabled them to refer to the session
even after the training programme is over. It also has a discussion forum to connect with the
participants in the future.

Valedictory Session
The Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Prof. Nageshwar Rao graced the participants by his presence and
reviewed the work done by the participants during the online training programme. He also
highlighted the importance of online programmes in context to IGNOU and shared his thoughts on
the same.
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Presentations of the Programme/Course sites by the Participants during the valedictory session

Conclusion
The online training programme was of transitional in nature and at the end of the workshop the
participants felt empowered regarding providing technological support to their learners using
innovative ways.
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, Deputy Director, NCIDE &
Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE

“The only way to discover the limits of the possible is
to go beyond them into the impossible.”
– Arthur C. Clarke
Science Fiction Author, Inventor and Futurist (1917-2008)
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Online Training Platform
Launch of Virtual Training Lounge
ANOTHER MILESTONE IN THE HISTORY OF NCIDE
In today’s knowledge society, there is a need to develop the intellectual capability of every person. In
the education sector, skill development through periodic training programmes, especially in the new
and emerging fields of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), innovation and creativity,
is important not only among the teachers and academics, but also among the administrative
functionaries. With the ICT tools becoming the mainstay of teaching-learning and training, these ICT
tools can be leveraged in various innovative ways to serve the specific needs of teaching-learning and
training, not just in the Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system, but also in the conventional
system of education.
The Virtual Training Lounge (VTL) designed and developed by NCIDE was launched by the Hon’ble
Vice Chancellor, Prof. Nageshwar Rao, during the inaugural session of the Online Training of faculty
for developing WEAS System for Distance Mode Programmes on 2nd June 2020.
At the outset, the Director NCIDE welcomed all the dignitaries
present and informed everyone about the idea of Virtual Training
Lounge and deliberated on its features.
After that Prof. Nageshwar Rao, Vice Chancellor, IGNOU
launched the Virtual Training Lounge Portal. He graced the
occasion by his motivating speech. He complemented the Team
NCIDE and said that
“the Virtual Training Lounge is another milestone in
the history of NCIDE.” He further emphasised that the
VTL will facilitate the University in creating a database
about basic information on all the programmes, but
also it can be used by the participants during and even
after the workshop whenever they feel that the
technical support is required. The programme was also
graced by Prof. R. R. Kanhere, Pro-Vice chancellor and
other Directors of the schools, Divisions and Centres.
The programme was attended by the Regional Directors also.
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The Virtual Training Lounge is a platform for the trainers and the trainees to sustain their teachinglearning experience. The VTL is designed to provide not only synchronous training, but also to
sustain the learning experience of the trainees online. The VTL can be accessed through personal
mobile phones. The ease of access to the VTL anytime from anywhere makes it an ideal platform for
training and its sustainability.

Since the launch of the Portal in June 2020, NCIDE has successfully conducted two online training
programmes through the portal for the faculty members of IGNOU.
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, Deputy Director, NCIDE &
Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE

Creativity Challenge-4

Post COVID-19 Healthcare Challenges to Innovate
NCIDE organized an online Creativity Challenge Series during COVID-19 Lockdown Period to foster
innovation among the students and faculty of IGNOU. The themes of the problem areas were related
to health, food, studies, office work, connecting with students or any other household problem. Three
Creativity Challenges were conducted in the month of May 2020.
It is said that the COVID-19 is likely to stay for long and we have to learn to survive with it. Our
entire health care system including our life style, food habits or medication, etc. have to be changed.
In order to meet the healthcare challenges lots of innovations would be required at different level.
Therefore, the fourth Creativity Challenge focused on understanding what kinds of post COVID-19
challenges are likely to come up in the field of healthcare in India and what innovative solutions have
to be developed to overcome these expected challenges? A total of 122 entries from the IGNOU
students and 162 entries from IGNOU Staff members from all over India were received for Creativity
Challenge-4.
The evaluators first shortlisted the activities based on the merit of the responses and then thoroughly
discussed and evaluated the entries based on the criteria of the clarity of the challenges visualized by
the participant during post COVID-19 period; the possible innovative solution to the challenges
visualized by the participants; the novelty of the suggested innovative solution; the Presentation of
the response by the participants; and the feasibility of the solution, 10 best responses from amongst
students and best three from the staff were selected for Certificate of Merit.
The best ten student entries and the best five IGNOU fraternity responses were awarded Certificate
of Merit for each Creativity Challenge. All the participants will be provided e-Certificate of
Participation. The innovative ideas with brief description will be showcased on the NVREITI portal
of NCIDE. NCIDE is working on bringing out a compiled document on the innovative solutions.
Dr. Moumita Das
Assistant Director, NCIDE & Convener, IIC
ENNOVATE
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Empowering Faculty for Use of ICT Tools

Online Training on Innovative ways of Developing
Multimedia
NCIDE in consultation with the COE conducted an Online Training workshop on Innovative ways
of Developing Multimedia e-Content for Online Programmes on 29-30th June, 2020. The training
programme was organised for the programme coordinators of IGNOU who are actively engaged in
creating and offering courses through the SWAYAM platform. The training was inaugurated by the
Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Prof. Nageshwar Rao. Prof. K. B. Das. Pro-Vice Chancellor also graced the
occasion.

The objectives of the workshop were to train the participants in developing good quality
multimedia e-content for their online programmes; to highlight the interactive features of online
learning in view of the four quadrants focusing on design, development, and implementation of the
contents and to train for creating and managing discussion forums and for developing and
implementing the online assessment for formative assessment.
The participants included the programme coordinators of IGNOU who are actively engaged in
creating and offering online programmes. Total 17 faculty members had registered for the training
programme. On first day 13 faculty members as given in the following list participated and on the
second day only the first 10 members participated. The workshop was more hands-on practice
oriented. The training programme was coordinated by Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, Deputy Director and
Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE. They were also the resource persons for the training
programme. Dr. O.P Sharma, Director, NCIDE was the Resource Person for a session. The workshop
was conducted in online mode and through Google Meet. Follow up discussions and support were
provided 24x7 through the Virtual Training Lounge, the training portal of NCIDE.
Inaugural Session
The workshop started on 29th June, 2020, 2:00 pm. At the outset, Dr. O. P. Sharma, Director, NCIDE,
welcomed the participants and informed about the objectives of the training workshop and
mentioned about the topics and tools to be covered in the workshop.
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Prof. Uma Kanjilal, Director, COE, gave an overview of the Online Learning and the importance of
its four quadrants approach. In her presentation, she suggested to develop the online courses as per
the four quadrants and make the content more interactive and engaging. She suggested that the
training should focus on incorporating various components of multimedia so as to make the
e-tutorials more interactive and useful. She also suggested that the training should highlight on the
importance of story boarding and suggested that different ways and means of making discussion
forum and evaluation in online learning should be covered in the training.

Thereafter, Prof. K. B. Das, Pro-vice Chancellor
addressed the participants and said that this is a right
step at the right time to train the faculty for developing
quality e-content for online programmes. He
appreciated the initiative of the NCIDE.
Finally,
the
Hon’ble
Pro
Vice
Chancellor,
Prof. Nageshwar Rao addressed the participants and
said
that the
online learning is the future of teaching-learning all
over the world. He mentioned that the IGNOU is
very fast moving towards developing Online
Programme through SWAYAM platform. He said
that in a very small time 44 courses have been
added on SWAYAM platform. He desired that
after learning the technological skill from the
workshop, the participants should take this
knowledge into action for making better quality e-content. He wished for the success of the training.
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Workshop Sessions
The workshop had six sessions. The sessions focused on focused on planning and designing of
online courses for the SWAYAM platform highlighting the importance of various components while
structuring the content of the unit/course. The sessions highlighted the importance of thinking like
an edupreneur, choosing a course or programme to offer online and focusing mainly on various
components while structuring the content of the unit/course. Training was provided on creation of
e-content using the four-quadrant approach, storyboarding and scripting, and developing
multimedia for the online courses using various tools. The participants were also provided training
on how to create and use discussion forum more effectively and how to make the assessment more
effective and useful in the online programmes highlighting the importance of question paper design
and blueprint. Templates on course rubrics and course design based on four quadrant approach
were provided for creating a sample structure for one unit by each participant.
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The training workshop was full of demonstrations and hands on practice. First day some
assignments were also given to the participants to work on the basis of the deliberations of the day.
An assignment was given for creating a rubric for one unit mentioning the weightages for different
components like reading text, video, discussion, quiz, podcasting, web resources and other
activities.
Highlights of Training Workshop


The training workshop was full of demonstrations and hands on practice. First day some
assignments were also given to the participants to work on the basis of the deliberations of the
day.



There was presentation of the work done by the participants and it was peer reviewed.



All the participants are networked with each other through the Discussion Forum of the Virtual
Training Platform of the NCIDE.



The participants were provided access to the Virtual Training Lounge on the Day 01 of the
online training programme. The portal hosts topic-wise recorded videos of the online training
programme, including activities. This enables them to refer to the session even after the training
programme is over. It also has a discussion forum to connect with the participants in the future.



In order to follow up with the participants for their assignments given during the workshop and
also after the workshop, they are associated with the “Virtual Training Platform “of the NCIDE.
The platform has e-portfolio to showcase the work of the participants Their sample task has been
uploaded on this platform. All the participants can see the work done by others and can learn
from their work and also can give feedback to each other.
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, Deputy Director, NCIDE &
Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE

Inviting Articles on
Your Innovative Initiatives Amid COVID-19 Lock
down
On one side COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the existing teaching-learning and support system, at the same time it has given opportunity to find new and innovative ways to reach out to
our students and provide them all types of support by technological interventions during the
lockdown period. We would like to request you to kindly share such innovative initiatives with
others through various platforms including this newsletter. You may kindly send small write ups
or articles on the innovative initiatives taken up by you or your colleagues for publication in the
newsletter. We are sure, your innovation and new initiative will inspire others also.
You can send your write
sujata.santosh@ignou.ac.in .
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Innovation Club@IGNOU

Brain Storming on Technological Interventions by the University
During Lockdown: Implementation Gaps & Scope for Innovation
An online meeting of the Innovation Club@IGNOU was organised on 12th June, 2020, 11.00 am. In the
meeting there was a brainstorming session on “Technological Interventions by the University during
Lockdown: Implementation Gaps & Scope for Innovation” followed by a discussion. The main
objective was to have a brainstorming session to discuss about the various technological interventions
used by the different Schools, Division, Centres and the Regional Centres of the University to reach
out to the learners in the lockdown period with a focus on identifying the implementation gaps and
how they can be addressed through innovation.

Dr. Sujata Santosh, Coordinator InnovationClub@IGNOU, welcomed the members and participants
and initiated the meeting. She informed about the objective and need for the brainstorming session on
the various technological interventions being adopted by the university in the lockdown period and
the related gaps in implementation and how these gaps could be addressed through innovation.
Dr. O. P. Sharma, Director, NCIDE welcomed the members and gave brief introductory remarks
highlighting the need and importance of brainstorming on the topic.
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He said that in this period of lockdown because of Covid-19 we have been using a number of
technological tools, trying our level best to meet our students’ expectations, connect with them and
provide support services through various technological interventions. However, there are certain
implementation gaps, as there was no training, orientation, and lack of facilities. On the student end
also, there is a problem of connectivity, devices, and availability of study material. He added that
there are many issues and problems, so it becomes important to share the experiences about the
implementation gaps and the innovations required to address them.
About 60 members, including the faculty members and
academics from IGNOU Headquarters and various
Regional Centres, were present in the virtual
brainstorming session. The members shared their
experiences of use of technological solutions to reach out
to the distance learners through virtual mode and the
various challenges faced by them.
Some of the issues and concerns raised by the members,
during the discussion are:


IGNOU is conducting Facebook Live sessions and video counselling through GyanDhara and
GyanVani extensively on regular basis, and the student can access the recorded lecture videos
on the IGNOU Facebook page anytime.



However, there is a problem of internet connectivity, smartphone inaccessibility, device
compatibility especially in remote and rural areas.



A large number of videos are being recorded by the faculty, so the quality is also very good, and
the links are being shared through WhatsApp.



In case of recorded videos, links should be provided to the learners so that they can access it any
time.



Instead of live streaming, there should be a repository of videos and slides so that the students
can download at their end at their convenience.



There is a lack of academic counselors interested in taking online classes. It was pointed out that
although some training and orientation programmes were conducted by the Regional Centres
for the academic counselors, but many of them do not come forward to take online sessions.



Though, induction, orientation programmes and online classes are being conducted by the
Regional Centres of the university regularly, but still a large number of students are left out of
the reach because of the non-availability of the mobile devices and poor internet connectivity is
several areas.

The meeting was highly appreciated by all the members. As a result of the discussions during the
brainstorming session, it was observed that though majority of the academics and teachers are using
various kinds of technologies for supporting the learners, but there is a need of proper orientation of
the faculty as well as the students about using the ICT tools in more effective and efficient way. It
was suggested that some video clips and manuals may be prepared and made available to the
students highlighting the do’s and don’ts for using various tools. The event was coordinated by
Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE.
Dr. Sujata Santosh
Assistant Director, NCIDE & Coordinator, Innovation Club
ENNOVATE
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Innovative Practices

Conducting Web Based Video Counselling for Practical Oriented
Programmes of IGNOU from Home
NCIDE through the Web Enabled Academic Support (WEAS) initiative is actively involved in
supporting the IGNOU faculty in providing online classes from their home through Web Based
Video Counselling. IGNOU faculty members have been taking online sessions from their home for a
number of programmes including Post Graduate Diploma in Sustainability Science (PGDSS),
Post Graduate Certificate in Agriculture Policy (PGCAP), Certificate in Anti Human
Trafficking (CAHT), Diploma in Nursing Administration (DNA), Certificate programme in Visual
Art-Painting (CVAP), Certificate Programme in YOGA (CPY), etc.
The important and innovative features of the web-based video counselling sessions organised by the
university include the following:
 Even during the lockdown period, the concerned programme coordinator is able to conduct the
counselling sessions from his/her home using the easily available simple technology,
 The students are fully engaged during the counselling sessions and they are able to interact with
their teachers.
 The teachers are able to conduct counselling for the practical oriented subjects in a very effective
and engaging way,
 During the web-based video counselling, the students are given individual attention and specific
support to short out their doubts and problems.
 The students who are not able to attend the live sessions, can take advantage of the recorded
counselling sessions and leave their comments through the WEAS portal of their programme
 The students are getting benefited by these sessions both in synchronous and asynchronous way
as per their convenience.
Video Counselling for Certificate Programme in YOGA (CPY)
Online classes were conducted for the CPY programme. The theory classes were conducted in the
month of May, 2020. The practical sessions were conducted through web-based video counselling
mode every alternate day from 11th June – 1st July, 2020, 8.45-11.30 am. These online sessions were
divided into First Online Contact Session (6 Sessions) and Second Online Contact Session (4
Sessions). The practical sessions were taken by external expert with the presence of programme
coordinator, Dr. Biplab Jamatia, SOHS. More than 60-80 students participated in the online sessions.
The participants performed various yoga asanas and kriyas under the expert guidance from the
session coordinators and experts. Each learner joining the practical session was given individual
attention and support. The WEAS team, NCIDE coordinated the creative and technical component
of the session. The sessions were highly appreciated by the learners.
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Video Counselling for Diploma in Nursing Administration (DNA)
Online classes were conducted for the BNS 013 & BNS 014 courses of Diploma in Nursing
Administration (DNA) programme. Around 14 online sessions were conducted through web-based
video counselling mode from 1st June-26th June, 2020. In each of the online session around 50-55
students participated. As the students of the DNA programme are Nurses working in various
hospitals in the country. The classes were held on time which was convenient for them after taken
into account their availability (such as lunch hours or after duty hours late in the evening), keeping in
view their duty requirements in the Corona pandemic scenario. Despite the tough medical duty
hours, they made it a point to attend the online classes. For, the learners who could not attend the
recorded sessions are made available on the WEAS site. The sessions were taken the programme
coordinator, Ms. Laxmi, Assistant Professor, SOHS. A session on Ethical and Legal Issues Related to
Nursing was taken by Dr. Reeta Devi, Assistant Professor, SOHS.

Video Counselling for Certificate programme in Visual Art-Painting (CVAP)
Online classes were conducted for the students of the Certificate programme in Visual Art-Painting
(CVAP) in the month of June. Around 4 online sessions were conducted through web-based video
counselling mode every Sunday, from 7th June-28th June, 2020. In each of the online session around
40 students were present. The sessions, in keeping with the practical nature of the course were
designed in a similar fashion. The sessions were taken by the programme coordinator Dr. Lakshaman
Prasad, Assistant Professor, SOPVA with creative and technical support from the WEAS team,
NCIDE. The sessions involved demonstration of the various techniques of painting such as drawing
and sketching human figure, human anatomy, colouring and composing human figures and
composing animal figures using water colour. The distance learners could clarify their doubts and
queries after the demonstration and appreciated the sessions.
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Video Counselling for Post Graduate Diploma in Sustainability Sciences
Online classes were conducted for the students of the Post Graduate Diploma in Sustainability
Sciences (PGDSS) in the month of June. Around 8 online sessions were conducted through
web-based video counselling mode twice weekly between 2nd June - 27th June, 2020. In each of the
online sessions around 15-20 students were present. NCIDE facilitates the experts of the online
classes in designing their presentation in creative and innovative ways to endure the interest of the
learners. The sessions in the month of June were taken by Dr. Shubhangi Vaidya, Prof. Nandini Sinha
Kapoor, Dr. Sadananda Sahoo, and Dr. Y S C Khuman, from School of Interdisciplinary and
Transdisciplinary Studies, IGNOU. The WEAS Team at NCIDE technically coordinated the sessions.
Initially the topic with multimedia components is presented to the learners followed by discussions.
Topics are explained with the help of case studies and real life, examples are taken for better
understanding of the topic. Some of the learners during the sessions also mentioned that they apply
the topics covered in the online classes at their place of work. Overall the sessions are appreciated by
the students. The web counselling sessions are also uploaded on the WEAS Portal for ready reference
of the students.

Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE &
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, Deputy Director, NCIDE
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IIC Activity: Towards Developing Innovation Eco-System
Online Interaction with the Budding Innovator
Students of IGNOU

The IGNOU Institution’s Innovation Council (IIC) organized a virtual meeting with the students
who have been nominated for the National Innovation Contest -2020 being organized by the MHRD
Innovation Cell on 27 June, 2020. The aim of the meeting was to interact with the students and guide
them to prepare for the contest.

The event was graced by the Vice Chancellor Professor Nageshwar Rao; Pro-Vice Chancellor
Prof. Kshiti Bhusan Das; Pro-Vice Chancellor Prof. Satyakam; and Pro-Vice Chancellor Prof. R. P.
Das. The Directors of Schools/ Centres/Divisions and Regional Directors across India were also
present in the interactive meeting. The meeting was also attended by the IIC members, and external
expert Dr. K. S Kardam, Former Joint Controller of Patents and Designs. Dr. Saurav Kumar,
Assistant Professor, ITS Engineering College, Greater Noida and Coordinator Incubation Centre of
the college was also present.
At the outset, the President IIC and Director NCIDE Dr. O. P. Sharma welcomed the dignitaries and
gave an introduction about the activities of IIC. He said that the NCIDE fosters innovations among
students of IGNOU, and as a part of its activities, the IGNOU IIC-MHRD’s Innovation Cell at
NCIDE had announced the second IIC National Innovation Contest 2020. The Contest aims at
identifying students who have
creative minds, engaging them in
building
innovations,
and
nurturing them through series of
mentoring
sessions
and
bootcamps. This contest is a 360degree approach to complete a
cycle
of
Innovation
and
entrepreneurship
through
a
process of problem identification,
ideation and enterprise building
in a time period of Half- One
year. The Contest was announced
on 20 May, 2020. A total of 75
entries from the IGNOU students from all over India were received out of which 18 students were
selected and nominated to the contest.
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The IGNOU Institution’s Innovation Council (IIC) organized a virtual meeting with the students
who have been nominated for the National Innovation Contest -2020 being organized by the MHRD
Innovation Cell on 27 June, 2020. The aim of the meeting was to interact with the students and guide
them to prepare for the contest. Thereafter Dr. Moumita Das, Convener IIC invited the twelve
students to present their ideas in the meeting. The students explained the ideas in brief.
Prof. Nageshwar Rao congratulated the students and
appreciated their ideas. He gave an inspiring talk in which
he urged the students to think out of the box and keep
innovating. He extended all the help and support that
would be needed to foster the innovation among the
students.
At the outset, the President IIC and Director NCIDE Dr.
O. P. Sharma welcomed the dignitaries and gave an
introduction about the activities of IIC. He said that the
NCIDE fosters innovations among students of IGNOU,
and as a part of its activities, the IGNOU IIC-MHRD’s Innovation Cell at NCIDE had announced the
second IIC National Innovation Contest 2020. The Contest aims at identifying students who have
creative minds, engaging them in building innovations, and nurturing them through series of
mentoring sessions and bootcamps. This contest is a 360-degree approach to complete a cycle of
Innovation and entrepreneurship through a process of problem identification, ideation and
enterprise building in a time period of Half- One year. The Contest was announced on 20 May, 2020.
A total of 75 entries from the IGNOU students from all over India were received out of which 18
students were selected and nominated to the contest.
Prof. Satyakam appreciated the ideas and said that it was
commendable that the students had picked up grassroot-level
issues and tried to come up with innovative ideas.
Dr. K. B. Das praised
the ideas of the
students
and
mentioned
the
diversity of the ideas
and their interdisciplinary nature. Both of the PVCs offered
their help and guidance in the future.
The faculty members, Directors, Regional Directors, and
IIC members interacted with the students and provided
their guidance.
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Dr. Saurav Kumar, Assistant Professor, ITS Engineering College, Greater Noida presented an
illuminating talk on “Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Opportunity”.
The meeting was highly interactive and the students received support and guidance from the
highest authorities and faculty members of IGNOU and outside experts as well. Dr. Moumita
delivered the vote of thanks at the end of the meeting.
Dr. Moumita Das
Assistant Director, NCIDE & Convener IIC

Innovative Initiatives by the Regional Centres
Seven Day National Workshop on Research Methodology
The Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU), Regional Centre Noida and N.A.S College, Meerut, a constituent
college of CCS University, Meerut jointly organized a Seven
Days National Workshop on Research Methodology from 9th
June -15th June, 2020 through virtual mode. The basic aim for
organizing the workshop was to acquaint the researchers,
teachers and academicians with the various dimensions of
Research Methodology through virtual mode. The National
Workshop was initiated by Dr. Sanjeev Mahajan, Convener of
the workshop, who welcomed all the esteemed guests and delegates followed by introductory remarks delivered by
Dr. Amit Chaturvedi Regional Director IGNOU, RC Noida.
After the introductory remarks, Prof. N.K Taneja Hon’ble Vice
Chancellor, C.C.S University, Meerut, the Chief Guest of FDP
delivered his inaugural address. Prof Taneja blessed the
participants and conveyed to them how to arouse
inquisitiveness in research scholars and crux of research methodology. Special remarks were given
by Dr. M. Shanmugam, Director Regional Services Division, IGNOU as Guest of Honour. He
explained the utility of research methodology in the process of research.
The Hon’ble Vice Chancellor of IGNOU, Prof. Nageshwar Rao delivered the Presidential Address
and presided over the inaugural function of Seven Day workshop. Prof. Rao conveyed his blessings
to participants and emphasized on the new initiatives of research, teaching & learning process during covid-19 pandemic. In the Presidential lecture, Prof Rao explained in details the concept of
research methodology by using blended learning. Prof. Rao motivated the young research scholars
for development of research methods in their disciplines during their research.
In the inaugural function, Prof. S.K Chaudhary, Dept. of Sociology, University of Lucknow,
delivered the keynote lecture on the topic “Qualitative Research, Field Work and Writing Up.” The
blessings were bestowed by Guest of Honour, Padamshri S. S. Shashi, Former Director General, GOI,
Sh. Rajendra Sharma, Secretary NAS College Meerut Management Committee, Sh. Pankaj Sharma,
Member, NAS College Management Committee and Sh. Amit Sharma Member NAS College
Management Committee Meerut. Vote of Thanks was delivered by Dr.V. P Rakesh, Principal NAS
College Meerut and this was witnessed by more than 600 participants from all across the country.
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During the covid-19 pandemic the workshop was organized online through Zoom Webinar Platform
connecting people from all over the country and bringing them together at same place and same
time. In this time of pandemic when everyone was exhausted by staying home for such a long time
this workshop was like catalyst to enlighten the spark of research. There were 25 live sessions
including Inaugural and Valedictory session, organized through virtual mode by inviting the
eminent experts from arose the country to deliver their lectures on different themes of research
methodology. Around 22 rapporteurs were selected among the participants to put forward brief
introduction of the eminent speaker before the expert session.
A certificate was to be issued to the participants only after the completion of Modalities of the
workshop which included three quizzes, Four feedbacks and one research project.
Prof Satyakam, Hon’ble Pro-Vice Chancellor, IGNOU New Delhi was the Chief Guest in the
Valedictory Session on Day 7. Prof Y. Vimla, Hon’ble Pro Vice Chancellor C.C.S University, Meerut
was the Chairperson. The Guest of Honour was Dr M. Shanmugam Director RSD, IGNOU, New
Delhi. Dr Amit Chaturvedi, Regional Director & Dr A M Saklani, Deputy Director, IGNOU RC
Noida, Guest of Honour, Shri Rajendra Sharma, Secretary, NAS College Management Committee,
Shri Pankaj Sharma and Shri Amit Sharma, member, N.A.S College Management Committee were
also present in valedictory function.
The welcome address was given by Dr V.P Rakesh Principal N A S College Meerut. The
comprehensive report of counduct of seven days workshop was presented by Dr Sanjeev Mahajan
Convener of the workshop. The programme ended with the vote of thanks proposed by Dr Amit
Chaturvedi,
Regional Director IGNOU Regional Centre Noida. E-certificates were given to
participants and Experts electronically.
Dr Amit Chaturvedi, Regional Director, RC Noida &
Dr Sanjeev Mahajan , Convener

Etiquette for Online Meetings
Online meetings have become an essential part of the educational system. The online meetings
provide a cost-effective and easy mechanism to the educators to connect to colleagues and remote
learners. In such a situation, online meeting etiquette becomes all the more important to conduct
them smoothly and to keep them productive and professional. Some of simple virtual meeting
etiquette rules and tips are as follows:
 Test your hardware and internet connection beforehand
 Test your camera and microphone ahead of time.
 Don’t position your camera too low, too high.
 Wear appropriate clothes.
 Keep background noise to a minimum to limit distraction.
 Speak clearly and use good manners.
 Be prepared for technical difficulties.
 Don't interrupt other speakers.
 Improve your lighting so that other participants can see you.
 Keep your mic on Mute whenever you’re not speaking.
 Look into the camera and maintain eye contact for effective interaction.
Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE
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Innovative Practices
Web Enabled Academic Support (WEAS) for Distance Learners
Web Enabled Academic Support, commonly known as WEAS is a scheme initiated by NCIDE with
the aim to provide an interactive one-stop programme portal, that will help the students in getting
academic support on the programme they are enrolled in. WEAS scheme was Launched on
19th November, 2019 with three Programmes viz. PGDSS, PGCAP and PGDPSM, today it is
providing technology support to the students of 19 ODL Programmes including high enrolment
Programmes viz BSCG (separate WEAS Portals for Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics and Geology)
and WEAS Portals for 14 more ODL Programmes are expected to be offered for July 2020 students.

Features of WEAS for Distance Mode Programmes
Information: Programme related curriculum, important dates, announcements, downloads, etc.
Teaching Material: Ready reference self-learning material (pdf, ebook etc.), Slides, handouts,
articles, interactive e-learning content, learning resources (useful internal and external audio, video
resources, websites, libraries, online databases, journals, etc.
Interaction: E-mail, discussion forum, web conferencing, chat, blog, bots, etc.
Assessment: Quiz, games, and other online activities.
WEAS Approaches
Self Paced WEAS-Learners are offered the WEAS platform with all its components and resources to
the learners. In this case learners are free to learn at their own pace. E-mail and Discussion Forum
based technical support is provided to the learners as and when required. The recorded video of the
web counseling sessions are uploaded on the portal for ready reference of the students.
Guided WEAS- The learners are guided how to go through the material and resources available
online from time to time by the programme coordinator/faculty involved in the programme. A
suggestive periodic schedule is also provided to the learners. Learners, counselors, facilitators,
instructors can use asynchronous (e-mails, discussion forum etc.) and synchronous (virtual
interaction, real time application sharing, chats etc.) communication tools to communicate and work
together.
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Use of WEAS from Student Point of View
 No need for Study Centre
 No need to worry for visiting Study centre for Students Support
 Student Enjoy learning anytime, and anywhere
 Students can give TEE examination at any of the specified Examination centres across India
 Access to Regular Online web-counselling sessions
 Access to archives of web-counselling sessions if they missed due to their professional
 Commitments
 Peer-to-Peer Interaction through Discussion Forum, Virtual Sessions thus bridging the distance

Programmes offered through WEAS
The various disciplines in which the programmes are offered through WEAS are as described below.
Post Graduate Certificate in Agriculture Policy (PGCAP) The programme
is Only Sustainability Science Course in India and aims to provide opportunity to the learners to deepen their knowledge and understanding about
sustainable evelopment and the principles of sustainability science.
Post-Graduate Diploma in Food Safety and Quality Management (PGDFSQM): The programme Imparts the principles, practices, methods and systems of Safe and Assured Food for the Society and is
expected to meet the increasing human resource requirements for food safety and quality management professionals in the agriculture and food sectors.
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Diploma in Value Added Products from Fruits and Vegetables
(DVAPFV): The Diploma in Value Added Products from Fruits and
Vegetables aims to develop competent human resource in the field of
post harvest management of fruits and vegetables and production of
value added products from them.
Certificate in Anti Human Trafficking (CAHT): This programme has
been launched with a view that it would help learners to understand
the various contours of human trafficking.
Bachelor of Science (BSCG): Currently the site hosts material related to
the Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics and Physics Discipline.

Bachelor of Science (BSCG)
- Chemistry

Bachelor of Science (BSCG)Physics

Bachelor of Science (BSCG)Maths

Bachelor of Science (BSCG)-Geology
Diploma in Dairy Technology (DDT): The programme imparts the
principles and technical skills for procurement, processing and marketing of quality milk and milk products.
Certificate in First Aid (CFAID): There is a need to acquire the
knowledge and skills which can help in dealing with common emergencies and situations requiring first aid. The programme aims at
developing knowledge and skills about first aid to enable the learners to provide first aid in various
emergency situations.
Diploma in Nursing Administration (DNA):This programme has
been developed for nurses working in hospitals or community or educational institutions. This programme will help to upgrade the administrative knowledge and skills of the in-service nurses to enhance their
administrative competence.
Advance Certificate in Information Security (ACISE): This Advanced Certificate in Information Security (ACISE) programme has
been designed to prepare the youth to experiment and learn the
skills and techniques needed for providing protection and security
to our information available in the virtual environment and to make
learners both responsible and smart netism.
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Master Programme in Gender and Development Studies: This programme is primarily meant for all those who have an interest in gender
and development issues, who would like to pursue work in gender and
development related areas or are already engaged in the field.
Certificate in Poultry Farm (CPF): Certificate in Poultry Farm (CPF): The CPF
programme aims to impart knowledge and skill to make Poultry Farming
a viable business. The target group includes: Rural youth, Women, Farmers and Entrepreneurs.
PG Diploma in Sustainability Science (PGDSS):The PGDSS Programme is the only Sustainability Sciences programme in India. The
PGDSS programme ensures capacity building, and skill development in
the field of Sustainability Science.
Appreciation Course on Population and Sustainable Development:
The Programme explores the linkages between ‘population’ and
‘sustainable development’ in India focusing on the intersection of population issues with areas such as health, education, opportunities for livelihoods, environmental safety and sustainable development.
Diploma in Urdu Language (DUL): The Diploma Programme in Urdu
Language enables the students who wants to study further after the completion of the Certificate in Urdu Language (CUL) and others who are interested in learning this language for their career upliftment.
Certificate Programme in Value Education (CPVE) : The Certificate Programme in Value Education CPVE is designed to inculcate the importance
of value education in teaching learning process among teachers, teacher
educators , graduates, NGO’s and professionals from the corporate and
other sectors. This certificate holder can further continue for Diploma,
Bachelor’s, and Master’s in education and related disciplines.
Certificate in Performing Arts-Theatre (CPATHA): Certificate course in
Theatre Arts aims to provide basic introduction to the art of theatre to
the learners. This course offers both theoretical and practical inputs to
the students.
Certificate in Visual Arts - Applied Art (CVAA):The Certificate in Visual
Arts– Applied Art is a basic Programme to learn graphic design
(manually) in distance mode.
Certificate Programme in Hindustani Music
(CPAHM): The Certificate programme in Hindustani Music intends to
provide a basic knowledge of genesis of music and
historical development of music in India, basic theoretical knowledge of Hindustani
Music and basic skill of singing Hindustani Music.
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Certificate in Visual Art -Painting (CVAP): The Certificate Programme in Painting aims to impart basic knowledge and skill in
drawing, medium and composition with the development of creative and aesthetics sensibilities. The course tends to inculcate creativity, precision and use of tool and materials.
Certificate Programme in Yoga (CPY): The Certificate Programme
in Yoga narrates history and the contribution of various Yogis,
explain the basic principles and practice of yoga, the protocol yoga
programme developed by AYUSH, demonstrates yoga practices for
prevention of diseases and adoption
of yogic lifestyle.
Master Programme in Gender and Development Studies: This
programme is primarily meant for all those who have an interest in
gender and development issues, who would like to pursue work in
gender and development related areas or are already engaged in the
field.
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, Deputy Director, NCIDE &
Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE

Techno Tricks
Start or Join a Video Meeting from Gmail
Educators are using video meetings to connect with their peers and the
distance learners, in the COVID-19 scenario. You can start or join a meeting
directly from Gmail. To start or join a meeting from Gmail:
 Open Gmail. In the sidebar, click Start a meeting.
 The Meet window will appear, click Join Now button to join the
meeting and then invite others to the meeting by sharing the meeting
code.

To join a scheduled meeting. Click Join a meeting in the
sidebar in Gmail. Enter the meeting code and join the
meeting.
Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant Director, NCIDE
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Heartfelt Gratitude to Prof. Ravindra R. Kanhere, former Pro-Vice
Chancellor
NCIDE expresses heartfelt gratitude to Prof. Ravindra Ramachandra Kanhere
as Pro-Vice Chancellor for his constant guidance, inspiration and support for
promoting the activities of the NCIDE. Under his guidance and leadership,
NCIDE could take new initiatives and accomplish them in time. Whether it is
related to empowering the faculty for innovative use of ICT tools or
encouraging students for innovation and entrepreneurship or other activities of
NCIDE, he always encouraged and supported us. Your new ideas and
suggestions guided us in visualizing new and innovative activities at NCIDE.
With your farewell from the university, we will be missing your presence, leadership, guidance, new
& encouraging ideas and support in our day-to-day functioning. However, the lessons learnt from
you will always be with us.

NCIDE Glad to Work Under Guidance of Prof. Kshiti Bhushan Das,
Pro-Vice Chancellor
We, at NCIDE, are glad for the opportunity to work under the able guidance
and leadership of Prof. Kshiti Bhusan Das, Pro-Vice Chancellor. He is a
National Fellow (ICSSR) & Chairman, (Eastern Region) NCTE. He is former
Professor, Head and Dean, Faculty of Commerce and Management. He has also
worked as Registrar and Director (CDC), Utkal University, Bhubaneswar. We
hope, we will be able to take up new and innovative initiatives and contribute
to the development and advancement of the University and the ODL system
under his leadership. We look forward to his guidance and support for taking
up various activities at the NCIDE.

NCIDE
The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education (NCIDE) was established in
December 2005. It is a facility for promoting, supporting, re-engineering and disseminating
innovations in Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system. The NCIDE is a ground for
nurturing bright and inquisitive minds whose ideas and explorations are expected to
revolutionize the ODL system to suit the needs of Gennext. The Centre's goal is to develop a
culture of continued search for new and innovative solutions to offer seamless education for
all, achieve cost efficiency in its operations and provide borderless access to quality
education and training. We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this e-newsletter.
We also welcome your contributions for the future issues. Please send us your emails at:
sujata.santosh@ignou.ac.in or ncide@ignou.ac.in
For more information please contact:
National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education
Block G, Zakir Hussain Bhawan, New Academic Complex
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi -110068 (Phone: 011-29536413, 011-29536398 )

